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A haiku contains 17 syllables while it has only 7. The structure is not correct. I'm surprised at
the wit of people how it got 31 votes and also occupied a place in top poems/5. A Taste of
Haiku. Chris Kincaid. January 15, Haiku is a traditional Japanese poem consisting of three
lines and 17 syllables. Unlike Western poetry, haiku rarely rhymes. This poetry conveys layers
of meaning by using natural imagery. There have been a great selection of haiku that involve
or focus on taste, and this web page will be appreciated for a long time to come So many to
choose, but I could only choose a few this time.
I just thought I would take this prompt literally and try to write about taste or try to describe
taste or write haiku where ‘taste’ was the theme. Others haven’t done that, but if trying to
write about taste causes you to write a fantastic haiku about for example riding a bicycle well
that’s great, isn’t it?
Taste Poems. Below are examples of poems about taste. This list of poetry about taste is made
of PoetrySoup member poems. Read short, long, best, famous, and modern examples of taste
poetry. This list of works about taste is a great resource for examples of .
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